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NEW DEAN'S LIST IS
EFFECTIVE TO END
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RALLY FRI. NIGHT
A Giant Pre-Game Rally
Will Be Held in the Memorial
Gym,Tomorrow Evening at
6:30.

•

Change in Policy Is
Announced by
M r. Gannett
Students Appear on
The List Released
This Week

1
,

Broadcast

Friday Night
WLBZ

Maine
No. 3

Professor Bailey Reviews English
UNIVERSITY TO SPONSOR
Summer Theatre for the Campus AMBITIOUS NEW SERIES

tion with the festival there is a dramatic
By Prof. Mark Bailey
1,thior.s A
This i.e
first of a school offering courses in acting and play
series of articles concerning the theatre productidn.
I had the privilege of hearing and Sc
abroad ovitten by Professor Mark Bailey,
head of the Public Speaking Department, ing Bernardi Shaw several times at Ma:
;oho spent the past _summer travelling vent. In fact. he is quite the lion of tI
place, and half of the six plays presented
il.road and attending European plays.)
One of the outstanding dramatic events this year are his. He may be seen frcii England is the festival at Malvern , quently in the summer months in Maturing the month of August. instituted I vent, attending festival activities or
years ago. For this period Malvern tramping around the Malvern hills. Tall,
;.tits on its gayest colors, and flags and ! straight, and alert, with snowy white
pennants are seen everywhere. The little hair and bushy eyebrows and beard, he is
..
town has a most picturesque setting in the at 79 an outstanding figure.
midst of the Malvern hills in the western
Nevertheless, in spite of my admiration
part of Worcestershire, and is a favorite for Shaw, I am obliged to admit that the
Girl students in the University Sodof George Bernard Shaw, who is choice of three Shaw plays out of the six
resort
ology Department are this year actively
lavish in his praise for its beauty.
presented (and two of these certainly not
advisor
assistant
as
g
advisers
cooperatin
his best) prevented a well-balanced prolegitiup-to-date
new
a
boasts
Malvern
ers with the Girl Reserves of Bangsyr
of English drama, and rather lessgram
the
and Brewer. This cod operation gives the mate theatre and cinema. Between
the prestige of the festival this year
ened
and
auditorium
general
a
is
theatres
two
students actual experience in leadership,
in the opinion of many dramatic critics.
and also brings them intde close contact tea rod.m, which is used for afternoon and
isi
building
the
Behind
lectures.
The Shaw plays selected are 3lisallievening
and
conditions
the
of
motile
problems
with
a charming garden through which runs 111ce, Fanny's First Ploy, and the Simplethat they are studying in Sociology.
a delightful little stream. Here concerts I ton of the Unexpected Isles. which sucProfessor Lamson of the Sociology Degiven several times a week, and gar-1 ceeded in playing last week for only a
are
partment was instrumental in arranging
den
parties arranged which festival mem- very short engagement in New York.
It
for this opportunity for the students.
may attend!.
The play was especially written, however,
hers
is planned that each adviser will spend
by I. r the festival at Malvern. The setting
given
are
lectures
morning.
the
In
of
group
her
with
a
half
and
hour
an
the play to is a tropical port of the British Empire
girls, aiding and directiog the work of able critics and scholars on
(Continued on Page Two)
in connecfor
be presented that evening,
the girls.
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OF RADIO BROADCASTS
HOMECOMING TO BE
HELD HERE NOV.8, 9
Dr. Drummond Heads
Group in Charge
Of Plans

Six Programs a Week
Are Planned to
Start Sun.
DR. DOW HEADS COMM.
Committee Is Considering
A Special Secondary
School Hour

The fifth annual Alumni Homecoming
By Edwin Costrell
the University of Maine will be held
at
-trar James A. Gannett. of the
Campus Star Reporter
on November 8 and 9 this year. A comr.ityf Maine, has announced the
R. R.
by
Dr.
headed
seven,
of
mittee
new plan for the conduct of
a
Under
17,
September
list effective from
Drummond, of Ordino, has been appointed University of Maine broadcasts, the Unithe fall semester. This is a
hy President Arthur A. Hauck of the versity Committee on Radio Broadcasts,
iii p.licy, since in previous years
University and George S. Williams, of of which Prof. E. F. Dow, head of the
• -rs have been compiled each semesAugusta, president of the General Alum- history department, is chairman, the presforce
in
be
will
holhiwing
list
''
ni Association. to arrange the program ent school year's series will begin next
first of February when a new one
and plan the munerous events which will Sunday, at 2'00 p.m., with a half-hour
mpiled on the basis of the grades
occupy these two colorful days.
priatrani ttt be given by the departmems
tirst semester.
!, 7
With the last home football Caine as a of English :Ind Public Speaking over
colby
I.ist
students
Dean's
of
nucleus. a pnigram of alumni activities station. itt the Maine Broadcasting Sysand schools follows:
bias fd.r the last four years been intoshiced tem, WI.11Z Bangor, and WRDO AuI.FGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
early in November as Homecoming Day. gusta.
\\ -.ford S. Adams, Evelyn B. AdriEvents of interest to all alumni have been
At least six broadcasts will be given
.. liervey C. Allem Jr., Marcia Allen,
on the programs in addition to several each week. On Monday, Tuesday,
d F. ..\ lpert, Mabelle E. Ashworth,
athletic contests including the varsity foot- Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday a fif.! A. Avery. Junius \V. Birchard,
The clubs and their leaders are as list\V. Bradbury, Merle H. Braghall game. Details ..f this year's program teen-minute program will be given at 7:45
Dill;
Betty
oil \V. Burke, Walter L. Butter- ed: Brewer Sophomores:
will be announced by the committee.
p.m. Only the Sunday prd.grain will take
.. Alice W. Campbell, Philip T. Casa- Brewer Freshmen, Natalie Anderson;
to Dr. Robert Drummond place at a different time (2:00 p.m.) and
addition
lit
,. Rose I.. Costrell, James 0. Day.
\Varner;
Beryl
Grades:
Bangor Junior
'05, of Orono, who was also a member it will he the only half-hour program.
Max Fitch, James H. Flynn, Faith Hannibal Hamlin: Margaret Larsen,
.; Folger, Susan B. Frost, Elizabeth A.
of the first Homecoming committee, the
A separate series of subjects is to be
ri. Evelyn G. Golden, Ruth E. Good- Elizabeth Philbrook, and Jeanette MacJ. Freese, ileveldlied int each broadcasting day of
lungdim
are
members
ng
other
Concerni
Group
to
Speaks
.% • . Elva E. Googins, Clarice J. Grant, Kenzie; Brewer Grades: Rose Costrell
Tennis Club Offers the New
Bangor '17; Prof. Weston Evans, Oro- the week, there being distinct type of
"Our Greatest Modern
•r2e J. Harrison, Ida Mae Hart, Ralph and Mae Cohen; Abraham Lincoln: EmTrophy; First Round
'18; Thedslore S. Curtis, Ore'lid), '23; subjects which week after week will be
no
Paradox"
rI lowins, Thomas M. Hill. Jerold M. ma Townsend, Ruth Kimball, and Alice
d
Results Announce
'27; Miss taken up on the respective days for which
:icy. Ruth C. Hinkley, George P.
I). Nutting, Or,
Albert
McMullen; Brewer Triple-II; Phyllis
Ellen B. Hodgkins.
The first of a series of discussions on Maridon Rogers, Oomo, '30; and Donald they have been reserved.
the award
announces
Club
Tennis
The
Bangor
Frazier;
Madeline
and
Dimitre
W.
Hopkins,
\V. Holden, Bernice
was led by Huff, a senior at the University, and
are the general fields inThe Ii ill.
. S. Hussey, Donald G. Johnson, Trible-II: Mrs. II. True Trefethen; tel the largest silver cup in its history to sd.cial-ecommtic problems
Association.
TournaFall
Koran,
A.
to which the programs will be divided:
,heth P. Jordan. Adolph
Dean James Muilenburg last Sunday eve- President dif the Athletic
Bangor Freshmen: Rebecca Chester. The the winner of the present
• . Lieberman, Flora H. Lutes. MarI. APPLIED SCIENCE. A series
are Mar- ment, which has now reached the third ning at the Wesley Foundation Student
•• •• MacKinnon, George W. McLellan, assitants from the University
designed to show the application of variround. The cup stands twenty-three inches Fiirttm. Ile chose as his subject "OilMerrill, John J. Murray, Virginia garet Asnip and Ellen Hodgkins.
ous phases of the physical sciences to the
high upon a mahdigany pedestal, and is Greatest Modern Paradox."
Robert L. Ohler, Irene A. 01problem of man's control of his environS. Palmer, Robert G. Parker.
surmounted by a sculptured tennis figure
Dean Muilenburg surveyed the devel.1-11.ird G. Perkins. David P. Pierce,
ment.
holding a racquet. This trophy is pre- opment of man's history, pointing out
If. Kaye, Verna E. Robinson. MilII. TRAVEL TA1.KS. A series of
sented by the Tennis Club through the that there were forces making for onetile 1937 Prison, ...crtxxik of
Wi k
1.. Sawyer, Cora E. Sharon, James
kindness of Rice and Miller Company of ness and cooperation as well as forces the Junidw class, is now under way. A talks embodying personal observations of
,eel. Francis S. Smith, Josephine
Bangor who have taken a keen interest in leading to disintegration and C4,11111Ct. meetidig of the staff under the direction interesting scenery, customs, manners, in`Hare. Alice R. Stewart, Jane Stillmeeting it the Maine
The regular
' Ith L. Thomas. George L. Tsouthe growth of tennis at the University. "Increasiiig ecinuomic interdependence," of Willett Rdowlands. editor of the Prism, dustry, etc.. in various parts of the world.
oze B. Weatherbee. Jr., Ralph E. Section of the American Chemical Soci- It will be on display at the Book Store.
III. MAINE HISTORY. A series
he said. "the nature of our reasoning fac- has been held and arrangements for the
7-th, Nancy C. Woods.
ety will be held in Room 305, Aubert
points of general interest in a
covering
asphalt
religion
new
of
t
the
ulties. and the developmen
With the completion of
photography have been made.
• 11001. OF EDUCATION
Hall at the University of Maine on Satstory d.f the political, social. and indus•it R. Hector.
the Memorial Gymnasium, the tdiward an inevitable nuonditheism, seem
near
cdourt
has
Robert Allen. pluddigraphy editor,
urday. October 12. at 8:15 p.m.
t of Maine from the earLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Tennis Club no longer has any fear of to point to a society in which all men asked that all members of the class of 1937 trial developmen
r T. Abbott, Jr.. Ernest E. Adams,
liest beginnings to the present time.
The speaker will be Professor Roger rain (Cr snow. It is hoped that matches througlum the world might live cooperasitpicture
for
make their appinoments
T. Anderson, Ernest F. Andrews, Adams. President of the American ChemIV. CURRENT SOCIAL, ECONOMwill he played out of doors as late as tively. The development of science and tings at the earliest possible date, as in
411 M. Bagley, William F. Barker,
subject of his talk
The
I(',
AN1) POLITICAL PROBLEMS.
Society.
ical
of
ts
the
scientific method, the achievemen
Christmas. This court should enable
N. Berry, Gerald G. Beverage,
this way they can not only make more A series (of talks on seled ted subjects of
. Boardman. Philip N. flower, will be "Recent Trends in Applied Or- Tennis Squad to train out of doors earlier technology, especially in the realm of
convenient appointments. but can greatly
and importance at
• I.. Brewer, Woodford B. Brown, ganic Chemistry." Professor Adams in the spring than usual.
inter-c'ommunication, and the history of expedite the work of the staff and, inci- outstanding interest
A. Cabeen, Charles Y. Cain, writes: "My observation has been that
the present time in the field of social, ecothat
show
all
groups
sdocial
osTerating
third
the
book
entered
the
The tdiurnament has
dentally. reduce the expense of
. Cameron, Jr.. Nelson B. Carter. this particular lecture has appealed to
nomic, and political problems.
fought ccc cc alld 110W venture into a larger ex- as well.
M. Coombs, Frank R. Cowan,
of my round and the matches are being
some
than
sections
the
of
V. PRACTICAL TALKS. A series
more
.
cooperation
social
J. Crafts, \Valiant E. Crowell,
of
periment
approach
survivors
the
as
out more closely
The Prism office at 39 North Stevens 1,f talks emphasizing inforniation pertainE. Cushman. James R. DeCoster, others which I have submitted, and I
that
is
Fifty-one men started
tur greatest modem paradox
will he open throughout all periods every ing tI) practical problems of the home,
• Duff, Jr., John M. Elter, Cran- have used material which is understand- the quarter-finals.
the at the very point in history when all the
'•Folley, Ralph Getchell, Jr., How- able to undergraduates who have had a in the first round this year, making
day during the week of October 7 for the farm, business, and industry.
autiunn tournament. forces making for oneness seem to have nuking of appointments, while sittings
Goodwin, Richard 0. Gordon,
" Dr. Adams largest draw of any
Monday evenings Applied Science will
. Ham, Erastus E. Holt, Chester course in organic chemistry.
two rounds are reached' their culmination, modern man is will be taken through the week of Octofirst
the
of
winners
The
be featured; Wednesday evenings, CurLyndon M. Keller, Joseph H. has held a ling list of offices in the Amerand
devices
the
all
employing
bent on
ber 14. Present plans call for the photog- rent Social, Economic, and Political
William W. Lewis, Dwight E. ican Chemical Society. He was the as follows:
First round: Ktieny defeated Ellis, 6-1 techniques in his grasp td. thwart and hin- raphy dof the junior class (only, clue to the Problems; Thursday evenings, Practical
homas E. Lynch.
Medalist in 1927 and he is a
Nichols
u,\ elide!! E. Matchett, Royal 0. MeHagget, 6-0 6-1; der its realization. War or the inevita- fact that bids for the work this year ran
scientific societies. 6-0; Place defeated
Talks; Friday evenings, the Maine Cam. Paul \V. Morgan, Shirley R. Par- member of numerous
7-5 7-5; Lull de- bility of war is the logical outcome of tdo high to permit the inclusion of any
Lane,
defeated
Veague
pus, and on Sunday afternoons, the EngIt is bawd that the turn out for so
Richard A. Pfuntner, George E.
6-8 6-4 6-1; Waterhouse resistance to the logic of our past other classes.
lish and Public Speaking departments
t-dook, Richard W. Raymond, Thom- distinguished a speaker will be 100%. feated Plummer,
defeatts."
Bower
achievemen
Reed, Richard M. Spear, Charles Furthermore, all persons interested are defeated Brooks. 6-3 6-2;
will put on programs every other week,
Averill de-•hfield, John C. Stinchfield, GerSCIENTIST WORKS OUT
they are not ed Holbrook, 6-1 5-7 6-3;
though
the alternate Sundays to be taken up
even
attend
to
invted
sidaighton. Ledonard A. Thdimsen,
feated Birchard 6-2 6-4; Crowell defeat- AGGIE NM(,RANIS TO
PRODUCTIVENESS CHARTI with fifteen-minute musical programs unVannah. James A. Wakefield, memlwrs.
Edwards, 6-4 6-2; Ilooper defeated
BE BROADCAST SOON
der the direction of Prof. Sprague, folS. Williams.
A dinner will be held at Spruce's "Log ed
city Atisticiated Collegiate Press)
6-2 11-9; Fellows defeated Roberts
Goticl.
• I .1.I.EGE OF AGRICULTURE
to
y
opportunit
An
lowed by fifteen-minute travel talks.
o'clock.
:15
Cabin" at 6
Campus
the
to
6-1;
6-1
Special
Atm Arbor, Nlich.--Work, for the night
A. Beisel, Rosemary Boardman, meet Professor .3ok1ns will be provided 6-1 6-1; Young defeated Clark,
Professor Dow stated tee the reporter
agriculweek
A five minute. five day a
• \V. Itriggs, Charles B. Buck,
you won't be this young that the Committee dm Radio Broadcasts
Stevens defeated Matchett. 4-6 6-2 8-6;
amyl
fleeting,
is
arrange
to
try
will
we
and
dinner
program will be syndiCallaghan, Frank S. Chapman, at the
Cahill defeated Thomas. default; Bates tural news radio
forever.
had three principal aims in ntind this
i. Clough, Alan C. Corbett, Leo- for a suitable after dinner speaker. The
7-5; Cameron de- cated by all Maine radio stations begin6-3
Harvey
defeated
would seem to be the lesson to be year, namely :
That
!: Dom Ann E. Eliasson. Thomas price will be 75e per plate.
feated Weatherbee, 6-2 6-1; Moore de- ning October 14.
-. Nathan W. Fellows. Jr., Rachel
"First, to fit programs to the listeners
learned from the "achievement batting
Two agricultural groups with head- average" recently computed by Dr. Har- interest as nearly as possibly.
\!mien F. Heald. Edith B. Hill. STUDENTS RECEIVE
feated Meade, 10-8 2-6 6-2; Buck defeatFogarty defeated quarters on campus, the Maine Agricul• \I. Hill,"Miriam .1. Hilton, I.es$23,000 UNDER FERA ed Nferrit, 6-2 6-1;
vey C. Lehman of Ohio University, al "Sol:find, to provide unity and coherlhitchings. Beatrice Jones, Robert
6-1.
6-0
tural Experiment Station and the Exten- compilation which shows that the most MCC among the programs through a HUM Merrill.
. Robert E. McKusick, Gustavus
Mr. Brockway. FERA administrator
Second round: Brookes defeated Cham- sion Service, are jiiining with the State important work in science and literature her of series on related topics.
• mighlin. Arland R. Meade, Althea
in
11;:ett. Ji.sie V. Naylor, Oliver M. for the University, announces a plan berlain, 6-1 6-3; Frost defeated 11'est, Department of Agriculture at Augusta
"Third, to use student talent in as many
is done by men in their early youth.
Albert L. Owens, Thomas %V. whereby a limited number of graduate 6-2 6-0; Stinchfield defeated Crocker, 6-3 supplying the programs.
as practical, particularly in the Suncases
chemistry,
in
ts
achievemen
g
Outstandin
\ndrew W. Poulsen, Alton E. students are allowed a sum of from five 6-3; Place defeated Kueny, 6-1 6-1;
L. T. Pitman, Maine '17, manager of physics, short-story writing, and dither day programs."
\ very E. Rich. Lucinda E. Rich.
Fellows
the
6-4;
to
month in addition
Averill defeated Bower, 6-2
WCS11. Portland. initiated the plan when fields of creative work were used by Dr.
t Russell. Chester W. Smith, tdi ten dollars a
The programs that have been scheduled
defeated
- Staples. Charles T. Stone, Glen regular FERA money. This makes pos- defeated Young, 6-2 (.-3; Cahill
he asked the Extension Service to ex- Lehman as basis for his "batting average." thus far arc only tentative. They include:
• ey, George R. Trimble. Fred E. sible, in most cases, a monthly earning of Stevens, 6-1 6-4; Buck defeated Moore, pand their radio schedule from a weekly
He counted each year of life as one time a talk next Monday by Mr. Bliss, of the
harks Woelfel. Carl A. Worth- from twenty to twenty-five dollars. The 6-3 6-2; Fogarty defeated Crockett, 6-3
daily basis. The Extension Service at bat, with each important contribution department of Electrical Engineering, on
a
to
• ette H. Youngs.
advanced training of these graduate work- 4-6 6-2; Hitchings defeated Shaw, 6-0 in turn invited the Experiment Station
"Electrical Ears and Eyes"; a talk by
SPECIALS
a "hit."
is expected to be extremely useful in 6-3; Perkins defeated Gleason, 6-2 6-4.
Plaisted.
ers
C.
Leigh
the State Department of Agriculture
K. Abbott.
and
Professor Hyland, of the department of
producfor
year
big
•
Thirty-five is the
complicated research, and in tutorial
to join in supplying the week's program.
(Continued ou Page Two)
tion, Dr. I.ehman found, although impori ERFRAT. COUNCIL
•
FROSH AT PENN PAY FOR
work.
Programs originating from the state
as
men
by
registered
EGES
were
PRIVIL
"hits"
tant
RUSHING
ISSUES PLEDGE REPORT
Over $23,000 is expected to be d isMORE OWLS HOLD
dupartment will be under the supervision
SOPHO
rs
Astronome
young as 18 and as old as 69.
bursed among the FERA workers at the
MEETING FOR FROSH
of Frank P. Washburn, Commissioner of
lily Aasociated Collegiate Puts)
I' lug pledge reports have been
don't run true to form, however. They
Unisum is to be dividedi
the
This
of
University.
member
a
and
e
Agricultur
the
by
recorded
betweesi
frosh
years
State
I and properly
reach their most productive
The first meeting of the Sophomore
nioe payrolls, each one of which is I State College, Pa.—Penn
versity Board of Trustees. Programs
oernity Council:
and 44.
for the privilege of being
()wk, the secret society of picked secondthe Experiment Station 40
to cover an actual four-week period of are PAYING
with
originating
' 'a Kappa: Alton Wilcox.
this year!
lf you're a short-story writer, you'd year men organized for the enforcement
University work. Since this plan will rushed by fraternities
Extension Service will be superworn tradition, and the
timecppa Sigma: II. W. Forrestall.
the
to
Contrary
exis
student
Griffee, Direc- better be good after your 30th birthday of freshman rules, held its first meeting
short months, the
Fred
by
eliminate
y
respectivel
vised
Tau Omega: Edward B. Cotarc being assessed a fee of
34th, or you may never of the 1935 season Tuesday, October 1,
pected to be credited with full time work the freshmen
tor of the Experiment Station, and Arthur and before your
hard F. Crocker, Jr., Raoul J.
they apply for date cards
when
cents
if you lean toward poe- in the Trophy Room in the Memorial
fifty
and
anypladc,
Extension
get
each month.
L. Deering, Director of the
of the rushing seaexpect to be at your hest Gymnasium. About ten freshmen are renuy
you
try,
of an unexpected change in prior to the (opening
Because
Service.
Delta: Norma Ness, Robert
of the fee results in
between 22 and 35.
ported to have been put through the mill
the State Administration, the ; son. Non-payment
the plans
days-7 The cooperating radio stations and the
thirty
for
1.edinard Thompsoit, Carroll
pledging
of
deferment
12,
Inventor at that time. Meetings will be lield at
toward
points
Lehman
Dr.
folas
current FERA month ends October
are
each
for
of broadcasts
rules
should the yearling be asked to pledge. time
Thomas Alva Edison as a prime example. regular intervals tip until the time
and those who have already passed in
to the lows: 1V1.117., Bangor, 11:45 am.;
profit
will
coffers
.mma Delta: William Whitman.
fraternity
The
to
report
ot 33 and 36 Ellison took go off, either just after the I :eshmanages
the
Between
time sheets are urged to
DO,
WIt
their
p.m.;
12:45
I
of about $350 as a result of the WCSH, Portland,
of 312 patents, more than a Sophontore track meet in November, protheir supervisors the additional time of extent
successfully Augusta, 11:45 a.m.; WAGM. Presque out a total
otta Theta Pi : Harry D. Shute.
been
has
which
method.
new
month's
received during his viding the freshmen win the meet, or
first
this month. Checks for the
12:00 noon; and WAR!, Bangor, fourth of all those he
at the University of Michigan and Isle.
used
before the Christmas vacation.
treasthe
from
distributed
be
will
pay
Table tennis is rated at four times as
6 i30 p.m.
Wisconsin.
of
University
the
October.
of
last
urer's office about the
t" as outdoor tennis.

DEAN JAS. MUILENBURG
TOURNAMENT WINNER
TO RECEIVE HUGE CUP TALKS AT WESLEY HOUSE

AM. CHEMICAL SOCIETY
HEAD TO SPEAK HERE

PRISM STAFF BEGINS
WORK FOR 1937 BOOK

THE MAINE CAMPUS

2

ZEtic 1+1,

Ai*
al' V

ompuo'CORRESPONDENCE

"SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW"

University to Sponsor Ambitious
New Series of Radio Broadcasts

Professor Bailey Reviews English
Summer Theatre for the Campus
(Catannued from Pape One)

(Cestissued from Page Cnse.

• dur,i,g the college year (Tao cortespesdenc• celestas ed The CILWilele
• .
I
By Joe College
and the theme centers in a whimsical biology, who will speak on Maine Tree
I.. the studeias ut the University of Maine ; er• owes I. the pablir os pertinent stated&
All letters atisell
asid letters are welcomed
won't
and
...either
it
been,
has
lousy
This
you
estr
experiment
in intermarriage between four and the first three lectures on curies.
as
all
will
agree
as
be
just
bet
teal
•
authw's
same.
the
zed
will
be slit
plea a•m• will tor used In publicst:e• of taw you're all dead or we are, and you can take your choice._ of course there is dirt, English people in government service and social, economic, and political problem,
stiembee
1936
letter If domed The ideas stated in theism that we won't deny, but the better two-thirds is unprintable.... well, let's get it user
1935
,
are set afiressariiy these el iti• Cammissionary work, and the natives they find to be given on Wednesdays. The fie
pus •ad anould not be os considered Th. edi- ....if you don't like it, you know what sew can do ...in other words, tell us
Ptssociated Colleeide Press coJamas
tor r•verviis the right to withhold aay lett
It's a substantiated fact that a certain Charles Delano went home Friday p.m. there. like so many of Shaw's plays, it talk will be delivered by Prof. Morrow
Distributor of
Sr • part ad any letter 1
Early Saturday morsing a thought popper' into the skull, and the roads were burned develop, int.. a clever discussion full of of the history department, on America:
up in an attempt to get back in time fur- -blonde or brunette, which is it. Charles?
typical Shawian wit, but the play lacks Neutrality, in the course of which he will
lo the Editor 01 the(ammo,
And we would like to know if the freshmen are bring set a good example over at dramatic
sequence and even Shaw's great- probably touch on the !tato-Ethiopian sit
Maples
osculatory
Cu
Aunt
gesture
Sid
....Uncle
the
Beth
and
iti
indulged
on
the
Sir:
front
Dear
est admirers must admit that as drama uation. The second talk will be given hi
'36
Roger I.
well known habitat just c. week-end or so ago.... we don't approve....
of
Editorna•Citief
that
steps
Seated. we await with prescient anxiety
Dine Stillman, 'I7
Associate Editor
Mr. McReynolds, also of the history de
And all this spirit at the English majors' picnic last Saturday.....singing "Born it is one of his poorest efforts.
Ernest Saunders, Jr . 'IP the invasion of the waitresses, bearing
Mansiglag Editor
a Maine girl, Bred a Maine girl," at a time like that.... We thought we had left that
partment, his subject being "The ItalianMisalliance
Shaw's
play,
an
older
is
trays of victuals, but not always edibles, behind along with the green bow ties and blue berets....
Ethit.pian Conflict." Prof. Gilliland,
DEPARTMENT EDITORS
What's all this we've tx-en hearing—Ise don't vouch for it, you understand—about written in 1910. It is nut divided into the
for their resigned and expectant victims.
Willett Rowlands, '37 Perhaps each girl at the table receives a the flukes-Fish combinatinn% We had thought of Joe Grady as the only eligible can- usual scenes and acts, and the curtain the chemistry department, will deliver O..
Elisabeth Philbrook. "36
didate—.
drops but once during the long evening third talk on the subject "Chemical WarRalph Higgins, '36 plate containing a piece oi meat loaf. "AIL
Anti !••• •••
Is this inteniational news or is it campus dirt? Anyhow, we've learned that in dicussion on a medley of topics. The fare."
Raymond H. (saucy, '36
Sports
Margaret (; Sewall. '36 a slice of dead body!" exclaims one of this day and age of depreciating royalty even certain Kings are looking for Home- third, Fanny's First Play, Shaw himself
Society
The Committee on Radio Broadcasts
Elizabeth Gifford, '36 the naturalistically-inclined members of steads....
Copy Ed, or
There are still sonic devoted and faithfuls left after all the temptations of the sum- calls a put boiler. It is very amusing; also considering the desirability of intr.•
the group. AM certainly that chunk of
mer....such as Bell-Colweil. l'alderss:oted-Cyr, Packard-Nutt. Pendell-Henitings
but having devoted two evenings to Shaw, ducing a series of programs for
STAR REPORTERS
dark grey flesh can be designated by no oh, a long list....
I chose to see Ben Jonson's l'o/atoir and
schools, and a questionnaire hassemdary bee:
. iodwin, more fitting sobriquet. Or. perchance, in
EAssio Cosor:I. Max En; I.. Ruth Gr
on
variation
being
new
stood
Here's
up....
a
shall
we
call
him John Alden rather
Bettina Sun. An, Jane Sulks an.
Tn./army of the Wells instead. sent to all the secondary schools widen
Pinero's
usual
John
the
anyhow,
Doe
than
%
be
took
her
down
tti
Bangor
generosity,
our betters have
to a show, all in
a burst of
Volpone, a very rich man, is disgusted reach of the two radio stations over %hid
given us lamb chops—in the words of anticipation of a most delightful evening, and what did she do but persuade him to
REPORTERS
come up to the stag dance, and then up and deserted him for what she considered a
find that his so-called friends fawn and the University broadcasts are given, witi
tt
Josh,
see
almost
'em!"
"We
can
Uncle
better man... perhaps it was Miles Stanetish....let's give you a clue....her name's
Mildred Dattpltinee, Catherine Bioseil, Darhim in the hope of receiving a a view to detennining the feasibility 0:
flatter
rell Carrie, Ruth Currie, Margaret Harriman, These are welcomed and attacked heartily. Priscilla....
Thomas Lynch, Alice McMullen, Morris Rubin, the while being lovingly referred to as
Light relict: when a rope gets tight it's taut, but when certain individuals get legacy. He connives with his valet to the project. If held, the programs wit
Itemize Yeomans.
lead them on by circulating the rumor last one-half hour and the subjects to ts
"humming birds' wings." Anxious to see tight, they're just learning....
Horror of horrors....things are going from bad to worse—Tommy Lynch was that he is at the point of death, and is treated will be selected out of the follove
what
form
in
receive
we
are
our
to
starch,
heard to utter an audible "damn!" this day....
CUB REPORTERS
spelling. current events, word cis
Signs of an open winter: Jimmy Moreland has not yet donned The Hat ..The secretly greatly amused at the gifts which ing:
Carolyn Currier, (harlone Davi., Ruth we peruse the remaining contents of the
co-ed_s,
particularly the hardy freshmen, still wear sox.... The heat in South Stevens pour in. He goes so far as to have his drama. debates, travel, music instruct:
Shannon,
Florence
Kimball. James Lynch,
plates. Have you ever combined halfBarbara Lancaster,
will drawn in his valet's favor and tu have and appreciation, applications of scie:
boiled pdatoes with broken crackers and has not yet been turned ion, apparently....
Rumance among the hierarchy—they're calling a certain prof "Mr. Balentine," his death announced, so that he and his books for high school pupils, and hot.
mnistened the mixture with water? Be lot- a very good and obvious reason....
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
valet may enjoy the consternation of these cal events. The historical events IA.
sure to season it well, amt you will have
The course in RB2 is under-registered this year, alas....so say the S. A. E.'s,
A. Clarke, 'Ai
&
Basilicas Manager
when they find that their lavish prnbably be dramatized. Contests w•
friends
most
palatable
a
jour"
"plat
to
du
offer
Advertising Manager James W. Haggett. '34
Merrill Eldridge. '31 It, visiting ambassadors
Circulation Manager
gifts have availed them nothing. How- also be conducted.
trustees.
or
I
teAsst. Circulation Mgr.
Robert Harvey, '38
ever, at this point the valet double crosses
light ful as this speciality may be, we look
his master and refuses to give up the R.O.T.C. NOW OPTIONAL
Address all business correspondence to the ahead eagerly, however, for the other
wealth. Volpone has willed him in sport. • AT CITY COLLEGE OF N. 1.
Business Manager: all other correspondence menus which tenet variety to our service
to the Editor in•Chief.
In
order to regain his property Volpone
and
with
which
our
plates
are
filled,
but
Entered as second-class matter at the pr.st(By Associated Collegiate Pre.$)
By ThOnas Lynch
Just between us girls
More paint! is obliged to go to court and confess his
office, Orono, Maine.
not tau stomachs. When shall we descend
May we introduce MR. JOHN BOYN- ....This time it's for
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
York—R.O.T.C., long a
New
hockey halls.... trickery, an event which sends the valet
to the dining room iodine sumptuously on TON PRIESTLEY?
Printed at the University Press,
You've all seen that bunch of middies- to the galleys, and leads to the confisca- point of controversy at City College Its r•
Orono, Maine.
creamed egg? And we must not forget
If you wish to be thoroughly enterOffice on the third floor of the M. C. A.
ti arise for Sunday breakfast, on the tained by one of the liveliest, most care- and-bloomers walloping up the field.... tion of his own property and a long term is an unrestricted elective this terns
Winding. Tel Extension 51
A of imprisonment entailing the very ill- liberals are pointing to the change .t chance that there will be shirred eggs and free and interesting novels we have ever And what's the bone of contention
baked beans again. Shirred eggs are a read. join the Good Companions in their round. bloated ball... Hard and unin- nesses which he jestingly pretended to signal victory for them.
trip up and down England. Here is a
Previously, either hygiene or milts,' .
specialty•--nowhere else will you find them book of high adventure, real humor, de- spiring as a monotonous professor.... have. The play was well done front the
Support The Team!
prepared in the inimitable Balentine man- lightful nanance. atid--well. it's just a about the size of a tennis hall hut more point of view of both acting and staging, science was compulsory.
Tlw thought of football brings to
gay, lively story whose sole purpose is to stolid....and filled, besides, with an air and was especially interesting as an exner.
mind the 47-0 defeat handed to
entertain.
of distinct pomposity....In the hockey ample of early English drama in which
Interesting as our main courses are,
Here is the plot: A Yorkshire laborer, house, my dears, there are even tripods all characters represent types.
Maine last week. It doesn't mean a speculation as
to the nature of our des- whose knowledge of the world is boundthing, as the saying goes, and if the serts is even more intriguing. What will ed by the chimneys of his village, meets specially made for them.,..Created from
As Arthur Pincus who for over half
three nails and an oblong base....That's a century waft
for the English stage,
student laxly had seen that game it be today-- maple tapioca, known to us with misfortune, and decides to seek his
where the balls go after the game to wait and who died
way elsewhere. A
last year (1934), it was
k
ORONO
they would have been justly proud as "fish-eyes in glue," or perhaps the teacher. whose fault Cambridge school
is that he composes for their daily facial
More secure than
of their team and the way it con- more delectable "fruitless search," a com- nuisie and enjoys life, loses his position. the arms of Atlas, these stalwart nails very fitting that one of his plays. Trepote nf whipped cream, raw egg white, and starts out. Miss Elizabeth Trent, a
lawny of the Wells, should be produced
Thurs., Oct. 10
ducted itself against such odds.
and strands of orange pulp. These and venturesonw lady who has been left a support the curviture of the hockey hall.. during the festival. It never was a great
"SANDERS
OF THE
And the assistant hockey manager is play, and like
We are nearing the eve of what the other desserts vie with one an alter sum of money. is also traveling. These
most of the plays of its
RIVER"
characters,
three
different
as
as
the
lucky
people
girl
who
is
the
facial expert... time, it lacks the universality which keeps
promises to be the most closely hi become our fassirites. But the "creme
Call lie, after encountering many interest- Ynu watch her
with
through the window some- Shakespeare perennially acceptable. It
fought state series in years. Let's de la crime de la crime," the supreme ing adventures, meet, one after an, ther.
Paul Robeson
time
when
the
bleak
wind
of
after
sunset
all get lx.hind the team, for it is a combination of all, consists of a dessert a hand of stranded players who stand sweeps over the brown cottage....For, is tint true to our modern ideas of realism
Fri. and Sat. Oct. 11-12
nowhere else equalled—in short, dry hard much in need of money and a manager.
and depends on improbable events and cirwell-known fact that many a game tack
with bars of sour cream cheese, ac- Miss Trent agrees tn supply both, and m'dears. she stands with purpled fingers cumstances to bring about a happy endKARENINA"
"ANNA
is won if those in the stands let it companied by raspberry jam, known in s•. the troupe is reorganized as the Good confronted by the dour halls.... Each of ing. Nevertheless, the audience apparCompanions. .‘tneind the players is a
with
be known that they are behind the Italesitine parlance as "fish eggs in blood!" lovely young dancer. Miss Dean, who 'em smirking glibly, though the imprint ently accepted it with considerable enthusGreta Gerbil, Freddie BartholoT1Wof
the
green
sward
is
on
their
paunches...
And have I mentioned that for guests at completely capture's the heart of Titian.
iasm.
tram.
and Frederic March
and they are discolored from contact with
who -but read it and see.
dinner we pay sixty-five cents apiece!
However, in spite of the tendency of the
Tomorrow evening there will be
Mr. Priestley has written an authen- the mud.... Yet they swell out their belMon. and Tues.. Oct. 14-15
Sincerely yours,
tic picture of the English countryside and lies and their sides bulge with satisfac- festival committee and the 1.ittle Theatre
a rally in the Memorial Gym. The
ninvement everywhere in England to hark
"ALICE ADAMS"
of English customs. He has done so by tion....
Indigestion
enthusiasm shown in the last one
back to the past for plays, it is rather sigbuilding widely different characters. prew:11I
There's a big jar of luscious white paint nificant that the most popular offering of
senting them with a unique situation, and
could be put in a thimble, The Stein
CHURCH NOTICE
Katherine
Hepburn
then letting them do their own way. Thus 'al the shell beside them....Its consis- the Festival
by far, according to gate reSong was sung incorrectly by flimsy,
does the story assume the air of truth. teMy'S as thick
as marshmallow whip, ceipts, was the modern farce, /ono and
Wed., Oct. 16
Methodist Episcopal Church
In its Way, the book has excellent charand there was a decided lack of
and Wesley Foundation
acterization and realism. although it is not and just as mellow....Clenching a bristly All That, which also ran in London this
Ted /.ewis in
spirit that such a song deserves.
of the pigpen variety so common in the paint brush in her fist, our heroine skims .ummer.
Sunday, (ktober 13
"HERE COMES THE
Let's all get nut tomorrow evening
literature of today. First and last, how- the top off this can of molten white....
10:30 Morning Worship. This is An- ever, the hook WaS written to amuse and
BAND"
and enter into the spirit of things—
Coats the hockey ball with its tenacious
imal Missi.atary Sunday and will be ob- entertain the average reader.
qualities
And thick ghtbuks fall on
sing. cheer, aml apitland as though served by a special
Other books by Mr. Priestley are:
order ..f service and
Is t' meant it. I.et Its play a little sermon on the %Yoshi Program of the Anqel Pavement. The Balconinny, Far- their protecting board beneath ....Swish
goes the brush
ineay. and Albert Goes Through.
And the ball revolves
BE ORIGINAL
fix /ball till our own hook by giving Church.
on its axis as neatly as a planet....But
7:00 The Evening Assembly and Fothe team the support it deserves!
the end of her nose receives an accidental
Your name or monogram on
If You Want
rums : High School League. Adult Forum
splatter ....and a wisp of low-flying hair
The Finest Stationery
and
Wesley
Foundation
Forum.
Student
(*tliiirit.i suggests that the
- prematurely greyed....
The Adult Forum will hear George E.
SOMETHING
In Size and Color
)vls, whose dutv it is, see that the
Meanwhile, these balls remain upon
•
McReyonlds of the History Department
their
triangular
he I ic,
Suit
To
pedestals
freshmen learn the cheers---and
SMART
and dry in
ii,ct :,,T 1 kciit•t tinIC
the subject "Italy Against Ethiopia."
this year last Wednesday evening in aloof grandeur until the plebs will again
most important, how to sing the
The Wesley Foundation Student Fnrum
Your Own
Stein S.nig properly. If they don't. will have the second in the series of dis- tVinslow Hall. There were about 100 wreck their newly blanched coats with the
See Our Wool
students and faculty members present.
vengeance of amateurs....
Particular
or won't learn in the beginning, tlwy cussions ft'r this month on SociabEcoThe fleck Club was very fortunate in
mimic Problems. Dean Muilenburg gave
Tastes
will never know them.
SCAVENGER HUNT HELD
the series a good start last Sunday in his having as a guest speaker .if the evening.
BY PHI MU'S AT BANGOR
Mr. Clevenger. manager of Mount Hope
Prices from
talk "Our Islost Modern Paradox" in
TO
Earns Williamstown. Mass. This farm
which
he
pointed
out
that
Phi Mu's and their guests tramped all
in the physical, is
The election of officers for the Univerto
$2.30
50e
the largest privately owned experimensity of Maine Student Branch of A.S. spiritual and in tlw scientific realms all tal isrm in the United States. Mr. Clev- over Bangor. Saturday, on a Scavenger
Now on display
things point to an underlying unity in
hunt. returning for supper and fellow.
M E. WAS held recently and the following
timer brought the Heck Club members
life, and yet tn....tern man tinds himself
ship at the home ..f Phyllis and Anora
new ideas on animal breeding and other
officers were elected: chairman. Henry P. in a world where we seem
l'eavey.
to be pulling experimental
work at Mt. Hope Farm.
Little '3o; vice-chairman. Frank R. Cow- apart.
Nlair
Bangor
Each of the five groups set out in search
Refreshments is.nsisting of cider and
an '36: secretary. Roger D. Hutchins '36: "Dave" Brown is the leader of the
of
pan
many
a
f
ranging
strange
articles.
.1..iightnits were served.
treasurer, Vincent 1.. Hathorn '36; Pro- series and will lead the discussion
5.
Sunday.
"The Heck Club was pleased to see a horse's hair to a policeman's signature on
fessor I. H. Prageman is honorary chair- He spent last summer
travelling. making !MSC t11/11 0111
an
egg.
of freshmen and hope
man for the Branch.
a special study of these problems.
After climbing most of Bangor's many
that the freshmen will become more inThe Society is a branch of the Ameriterested in the Heck Club." an official of hills, the girls again gathered at the
can Society of Mechanical Engineers and
Fellowship Church
lb.
Peavey home for games, supper, and a
Dr. Charles M. Sharpe's theme for the organiz,ation stated.
membership is open to all students majorreal
sociable
sing.
Sunday. Oct. 13, will he "In the Valley
ing in Mechanical Engineering_
Home Made Chocolate Covered Marshmallows 390 lb.
A party consisting of Professor H.
of Decision." The usual program of
The
Oxford
Union style of debate. first
Walter Leavitt. Professor A. C. Lyon.
Professor Hall and Dean Corbett went : special music will he rendered by
Choir and Professor
H. D. Chase of the Civil imnsduced at Oxford University, is atIi" Farmington last Friday. where they and soloists. Mr. William
Special Dinners and Supper,
J. Cupp. BariEngineering Department, and Mr. Carl tracting increasing attention in the United
took part in organizing a 4-H Baby.Beef tone and Director; Miss
Stella Powers, M. Flynn
of the Biology Department. left States. Swarthmore College was the first
Club. Franklyn Chapman. of Bethel, a Ptanist
school to introduce the system into Amerisenior at the University and a breeder
The Young People's Club will hold a Saturday. October 5. for a trip to Mt.
Katandin for the purpose of examining can inercollegiate debating.
and exhibitor of cattle, also took part in , discussion meeting. A problem
for disIt's impossible to get a college degree ir
the ortanizanon of the club.
cussion will be presented by two of the the geological and biological features of
Orono, Maine
Italy now without proficiency in militais
club's members. All students are invited the mountain.
When a letter was refused Jim Tolbert! to
.at a recent election of the Student science.
participate. 6:30 p.m. to 8 30 at the
Thomas Jokong Chang. of China,
husky University of Texas lineman, be- house
next et.ior to the Ciminiiinity 11.41tr. Chapter of A. S. C. E., the following ofcause he swung at an official after A game,
ficers were elected: prftiitlent E. J. Mc- showed the way to the rest of University
•
•
hr was presented with a mounted trophy Saint John's
.klary vice-president. H. E. Shaw; secre- id Pennsylvania students last year. He
Universalist Church
to his teammates.
two
took
degrees
and
led
B.
tary.
Staples;
all
his
R.
classes.
treasurer,
R. E. MulMain Street, Orono
FUR COATS
John Germ is interested in bacteriology.
On Sunday. October 13, Rev. Wm. Ellis laney ; executive committee: Prof. H. D.
Lapin
Coats
in Brown and Black
According to a recent report from one
Davies. of Stockton Springs, will preach Chase, F. J. McAlary, W. N. Brooks, J. He's written Ohio State University for
of last year's graduates, there are now on
and
information
relative
to a course in that
the subject, "Better Days are Here." F. Bennett, D. J. Lennox; faculty sponseven Civil Engineers from the class of
subject.
Morning Service 10.30 a.m. Sunday sor. Prof. E. H. Sprague
Swagger Styles
1935 working on the Quoddy Project.
The American Council of Learned SoSchool 12 M.
also
There are also a large number of Maine
NOTICE
ttettes will hold a six weeks' course in
All students are cordially invited.
Muskrat
Coats
both
Silver and Brown
graduates from other classes of recent
Arabic and Islamic studies at Princeton
years.
A dancing class for all clam. University next summer.
will be held in Alumni Hall tonight
A Royal Charter and the title of Queen
NOTICE
LOST
at 6:30. Miss Frances Reynolds, Mary College has been granted to East
Three raincoats (men's) have of Bangor, will instruct both be- Lookt,w, College in the University
of LonA lady's wrist watch in the lock- been turned in to the Lost and gunners and advanced student*.
don.
er room of Alumni Hall. Please Found Department at the Regis- Hereafter it will be held Wednesreturn to revstrar's office.
trar's Office,
Patronize Our Advertisers
day evenings.
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Wildcats Have Edge
In Series Play
To Date
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S11.'06'1144 a great impoisement Over
performances, the freshman
Team B cross country outfit 4,utclasied a
lighter and less experiences' Orono High
team Tuesday afternoon to win by a perfect 15-50 score The meet was held over
a three-mile course.
Afton Farrin led the freshmen in to
break the tape in 18:44. The others placed
as follows: Hill. Wilson, Checci, Robbins, Edwards, flyers, and the Orono
team: Walker. Commeau, P. Smith, Richardson, and Dorr.

MAINE HARRIERS OPEN
WITH NEW HAMPSHIRE
A powerful Bridgton team struck as a

thunderbolt on the campus Saturday, October 5. and was gone before the dazed
Frosh elesen quite understood that they
had been thsiroughly licked tsi the tune of
19-0.
The invaders completely outclassed the
Maine team and literally beat them "from
pillar to p.'-4'' while running up about
three first downs to every one for the
Frosts
The issue of the game was at no time
in doubt as Malresti, Piscione, and Freel
tore the Frosh line to shreds by hard and
sletennined running.
The only consolation that Phil Jones
bad was the work of his two ends, Szaniawaski and Guppey, who broke through
the interference time after time to stop
the Bridgton backs at and behind the line
of scrimmage.
A 60-yard march brought Bridgton its
first touchdown while a blocked freshman
punt on Maine's 20-yard line paved the
way for the second. The visitors scored
again in the last quarter, a long pass, putting them within scoring distance.

Crusaders Stop Bears
47-0 in Game at
Worcester

(By Staff Correspondent)
Worcester. Mass., Oct. 5.—
Field,
Fitton
-thall fans in this section will be
Pouring all over the Black Bears like
Saturday
next
oat with a rare treat
a flood, a vastly superior Holy Cross elev• e Maine team pairs off against an
en completely inundated the University of
men
cross
country
arsity
s
the
Saturday
By Harold Webb
New Hampshire eleven on AlumMaine under a 47-0 score here today.
by
plodding
season's
official
their
start
Campus Retorter
I. For years this has been 1,ite of
Within less than two minutes the Crufront
strong
outfit
the
against
up
stacking
,• most bitterly fought games played
Four novices, led by one veteran, gave
of New Hampshire. The saders lad pushed over two touchdowns
University
the
gridiron.
New England
a 23-32 victory to the Frosh A team over
race will he run between the halves of the and this-mu (-inverted the extra points. A
:lte Maine has a 12-8 margin in a strong I.ee Academy outfit in the initial
speedy running attack, coupled with exfootball game.
brought the
but this fact must be discount- cross country race of the season over the
a pert passing by Joe Hobin,
over
Saturday
last
trial
time
the
In
four scores in the first
eleven
an extent since the \Vildcats have freshman course last Saturday.
Crusading
seven
four-mile course, to determine the
periods, and three in the third quarGeorge Sawyer, crack Old Town flyer,
five of the last six games, with the
who would start against New Hampshire, two
won
game
last
The
tie.
squad.
7-7
yearling
the
on
a
veteran
only
being
and
ter. JAW Canini kicked all but two of the
- ‘.11
Waddington
and
first
finished
Hunnewell
IS APPOINTED
points.
Maine Was played in 1928 and won by shoved the throttle to full speed ahead GREENE
cnissed the line in second position. Mor- extra
BOXING INSTRUCTOR
a pass from Peakes to Rip Black and steamed across the finish line in
Maine WAS practically stopped as far as
Clifford, Cain and Ilershey,
ton.
Troland,
.,ced 40 yards to a touchdown and 16:56:43 to establish a new course record.
finished after Waddington in the order a running attack was concerned and reUnder the direction of John Greene,
'y score of the day. In 1931 the The four novices, Hart, Kent, K. Clark,
sorted to the air with Jim Dow and Rod
tamed.
about
with
week
last
began
classes
led 13-7 with but a few minutes Hutchinson. and Mowatt. backed up their boxing
Elliott shooting passes to Littlehale, Hig15 men reporting for the work-outs. CanThus five of the seven who toe the startig time left. The Pale Blue were leader, finishing third, fourth, seventh,
gins. and Doherty for ntany substantial
experience
be
will
valuable
Durhamites
the
receive
against
should
line
didates
ing
a great finishing drive and had and eighth respectively. Hats should go
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reason.
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Philadelphia, Pa.—You'll dispense with leff College in Illinois and the University there seems to be no doubt that Maine's droned play after play "tackled by Elliott."
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CALIFORNIA STUDENTS
NVhile on a recent visit here, Dr. Laird
Tlie visitors have an average team this the 1935 Frosh edition—if Hart's injury
Mr. Brown has done graduate work in
BEAT TRAFFIC RULES
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deal with technological topics of interest Carlini 5. Referee—S. II. Mahoney, Bos, Ity Associated Collegiate Press)
I think that-I shall never see,
to all students in the College of Tech- ton College. Umpire—J. L. Duffy, Boston College. Linesman—F. J. Murray,
The end of poems about a tree.
Madison, Wis.—"On, Wisconsin," one
nology.
(Ws)rgetown. Field judge—H. A. Wiper,
We all love trees, hut it's a sin,
; the most famous college songs in
Wisconsin. Time—Four 11-m. periods.
a
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The way the
'ouerica, will become the property of the
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‘,•toity of Wisconsin lot' the first
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FOR FROSII GIRLS
SINK-OPATION
, cs. it was written more than 20
1.ife is a song, or so we hear—
About 75 people attended the Eagle
The truth is not so far—
unless legal obstacles intervene.
picnic given for the freshman girls.
people spend their lives
many
For
Follow Arrow and you follow. (or mayo.
- neck, New York, former WisconEn route front bar to bar.
There was a treasure hunt which led to
student, wrote the words for the song
—The Daily Trojan the Ledges where apples were found.
9. and the music was written by W.
Hot dogs and rolls, coffee, marshmallows
To the fellows who really have got it
O•Irdy. Purdy died in 1918.
apples were served. After supper
and
I
out
had, here is a little verse they may clip
has declared that "On, Wisconsongs were sung. Miss Rogers was a
and send to her, free of charge.odled by John Philip Sousa, "the
1.ittle lady. I scarcely know.
guest at the gathering.
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1,Ve editors may dig and
sore;
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'Till our fingers
BOB LAVERTY HURT
But some poor fish will surely say—
"I've heard that one before!"
COLLARS
Laverty. junior forestry student,
—The Pine
knee severely on a broken bottle
•Irveying last Thursday afternoon.
SILLY SOPH'S SOLILOQUY
The sophomore is wary.
limbing a fence. Bob slipped and
The sophomore is wise;
•'king his knee on the shattered
He's not afraid of anyone—
Who isn't twice his size.
sophomores of the Lambda Chi
The freshman too is wary.
s !aim that Bob is a trying patient—
And if he never tries
,..ntinually for his clothes. We are
To irritate a sophomore,
‘ROART is the starehless collar that can't wilt or
exis
Hall
, state that Winslow
lie's werry, werry wise.
h -cresleries
wrinkle—that keeps its fresh, crisp look all day
his return by the end of this week.
—The Vermont (v.
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the
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If anyone
waved with ONE HALF the heat
You now get this comfortable collar on the smartformerly required. The finished
KNOW THEIR BIBLE situation looks. just shut the smarty 11;,
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easier
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Deriver
lasting
—The
more
By Associated Collegiate Tress)
If you sala•
most original stripe,s and designs we have seen in
Wilmington, Pa.—Westminster
your hair .
years! Shirts tailored with the dexterity that has
Famous Last Words: "Don't worry.
freshmen put all they knew about
I avoid old fasbcan o,
made Arrow the most popular shirt in America.
•!toned "High
1 on paper recently. and here are this car has hydraulic brakes. I
,
on a dime.--(Crash).
'Heat" permaIn form-fit Mrroca. Sanforised-Shrunk—guaranthe answers.
—The Southern California
nents. Get one of
for permanent fit.
teed
Trojan
Epistles were Wives of the AposDaily
our NEW SOX
COOLER Freder1 wia/wilw ream.? icg V itrOD Wavt111.
The board of trustees of Lafayet
College is inviting members of governing
boards of 35 leading universities and
leges of the East to a conference in East
Only Arrow Shirts hare Arrow Cellar*
Orono
Tel. 95
33 Main St.
Pa., on April S.
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Frosh Harriers Outrun
Strong Lee Team
By 23-32 Score
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Varsity Race To Be Run
During Halves of
Game Sat.
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RECORD AGAINST LEE
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FROSH ELEVEN SAT.
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Arrow Fancy Shirts

I

$2 up
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ARTS SENIOR GIRLS
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HOCKEY STARTS SOON
Interclass hockey games are scheduled
to begin on October 21. Upperclassmen
are urged to be prepared. You must have
Pio practices before making a class team.
Come down to the field any Tuesday.
Thursday, or Friday afternoon. There
is always a scrimmage the last hour.
Hold your breath. dub! Scientists at
the University of Iowa have discovered
that the better golfers hold their breath
while making a shot. Sharpshooters likemisc. i,r,,iessor.

From 1900 up to 1934 the leaf
tobacco used for cigarettes increased from
13,084,037 lbs. to
326,093,357 lbs.;
7
an increase of 2.392';

• •
It takes mild ripe tobacco
to make a ood citmnite.

During the year ending June
30, 1900, the Government
collected from cigarette taxes
$3,969,191
For the year ending June 30,
1934, the same taxes were
$350,299,442
an increase of 8725q

—a lot of money.

WEEKLY SPECIALS
You. too, should save on our
great values

Cigarettes give a lot of
pleasure to a lot ofpeople.

FIRST NATIONAL
STORE
Orono

Now is the time to have your
overcoats and other winter
garments cleaned and pressed
by expert cleaners
t.all

More cigarettes are smoked today because
about them — they arc better advertised.
But the main reason for the increase is that they are made
better—made of better tobaccos; then again the tobaccos arc
blended—a blend of Domestic and Turkish tobaccos.
Chesterfield is Made of mild, ripe tobaccos.
Everything that science knows about is used in
making it a milder and better-tasting cigarette.
We believe you will enjoy them.

morc pcopic know

CRAIG the TAILOR
Tel. 82

LIFE INSURANCE
$8.64 per $1000
Majority of Faculty Insured
Through
F. M. SAMPSON
Bangor, Me.
9 Central St.
C lois tiorarr & StIrtss TOSACCO CO.
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